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OVERALL ÁSSESSMENT (provided in Engtish, Czech, or Slovak):

The thesis deals with the actual issue of public finance stabilization; it analyzes its timing and related
costs distribution among the concerned interest groups using the ,,war of attrition" models.

The thesis is well and logically structured. After the introduction, the author provides the basic game
theory concePts which are later used as analytical too|s in the presentation of two delayed stabilization
models. Finally, the basic framework of the ana|ysis is extended with some additional iactors, such as
effect of a crisis, effect of the foreign aid, etc...

l think it is quite a pity that after a good theoretical paň, which is comprehensible and illustrated with
examPles, the discussion of the delayed stabilization models is to some extent limited to presenting
the textbook and journal articles including ,,heavý' formalisms, where there is no much vaíue added,
instead of focusing more on the comparison and synthesis of conclusions resulting from the two
models, The last part is interesting,
Sometimes the contents and the formal presentation could be treated more rigorously:e The function represented in the Figure a (p. 18) should be concave and assymptotically

approaching 1 in -oo,r The Payoffs in the Figure 6 (p. 2| are the opposite than stated in the text below; the first
number denotes the Firms' payoff.

o What do the indices D and R mean in the Equation 'l7 (p.34)?
r The indices in minE,,ě,}= a inthe assumption 2 (p. 42) should be probably different,
o The numbering of tables is wrong - table 4 and 5 follow after table 5, the same error is in

the List of Figures (p. 67) and moreover, one table is missing there. Also, there is no
section 5.1,1.

. The bibliography items should be stated fully and not in abbreviations (,,Political
economics: E,", p" 66)

l would like to emphasize, that the above-mentionned points are rather of a minor importance and
theY do not affect the overall results of the analysis. ln general, the presented work is of a good quality
and it ceňainly meets the requierements expected from a bachelor diploma thesis.
ln what concerns the grade, l recommend ''velmi dobře'' (good, 2),
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